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Forty years of work on methods to estimate energy balance with satellite instruments
has led to the the current integrated system estimating fluxes in real time.

A

ll of the energy available at the earth's surface
for heating and cooling of the air (sensible heat),
evaporating water from soil and vegetation (latent heat), and heating or cooling of the soil (soil conduction) is a response to the streams of solar and thermal radiation within the earth-atmosphere system.
Solar radiation, the earth's only significant energy
source, is partitioned into various energy fluxes at the
surface. Solar radiation engenders a response in thermal-infrared (TIR) wavelengths at the surface, which
has important consequences for local and global energy balances.
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Monitoring and modeling the energy balance at
the earth's surface has applications in many disciplines
(e.g. agriculture, water resources). Before the age of
the meteorological satellite, scientists in these fields
relied heavily on data gathered from in situ flux instrumentation or on parameterizations based on observations of standard meteorological variables, such
as air temperature, humidity, and clouds.
The land surface turbulent fluxes of sensible heat,
latent heat, momentum, and soil heat can be measured in situ using various techniques and instrumentation. The energy balance-Bowen ratio (EBBR)
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method relies on measurements of the vertical gradients of temperature and moisture in the atmospheric
surface layer, in combination with measurements of
radiation and the soil heat flux that are used to close
the energy balance (Sinclair et al. 1975). The eddy
covariance method (EC) explicitly measures the turbulent components of momentum, heat, and moisture, theoretically providing a direct estimate of surface fluxes (Baldocchi et al. 1988). It has been found,
however, that the EC method often underestimates
the fluxes of latent and sensible heat. A good discussion of this topic and methods for closing the energy
balance using complementary radiation measurements can be found in Twine et al. (2000).
Methods to parameterize components of the land
surface turbulent energy balance have a very large
range in levels of complexity. Simple diagnostic energy balance methods (e.g., the Priestley-Taylor
method; Priestley and Taylor 1972) or aerodynamicenergy balance methods (e.g., the Penman-Monteith
algorithm; Monteith 1965) are commonly used in the
agricultural community because of their simplicity
and modest data requirements.
At the complex end of the parameterization spectrum are the so-called Surface-Vegetation-Atmospheric Transfer (SVAT) models, which can be standalone prediction systems, or a component of the
numerical modeling systems used to predict weather
and climate/climate change (Chen and Dudhia 2001;
Sellers et al. 1996; Diak et al. 1998). These SVAT
models generally have explicit treatments for the
transfers of water and heat in the soil (including phase
changes), and vegetation treatments that predict stomatal conductance, photosynthesis, carbon uptake,
transpiration linked to root uptake of soil water, and
the limiting effects of heat and water stress on plant
processes.
In this paper, we review approximately the last
40 yr of progress in the estimation of radiative and
turbulent fluxes at the land surface using satellite data.
Over the past 20 yr, the University of Wisconsin—
Madison and the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
Agricultural Research Service (USDA-ARS) have
developed systems for evaluation of these component
fluxes that are now linked, providing daily estimates
of land surface fluxes at a resolution of between 10 and
20 km. These systems are described, results presented,
and future possibilities outlined.

teorological satellites were launched in the 1960s.
Without exception, satellites looking downward at the
earth-atmosphere system measure radiation in one or
more regions of the electromagnetic spectrum, as radiation is the only form of energy that can be transmitted in the absence of a material medium.
Evaluation of the radiative energy balance of the
earth has been a primary design function of meteorological and other earth satellites since the launch of
Explorer VII in 1959 (Suomi 1958). The instrumentation on Explorer VII, designed to measure the thermal radiation emitted by the earth-atmosphere system, was extremely crude by today's standards, but
provided scientists with the first invaluable data on
the basic radiation balance of the planet.
A continuous record of broadband satellite observations is available dating back to November 1978,
originally using data from the Nimbus-7 satellite, and
continued through the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) and the Clouds and the Earth's
Radiant Energy System (CERES) program using multiple satellite inputs. These data provide the net energy gain of the planet on global and regional scales,
and describe the combined atmospheric and oceanic
energy transports required to maintain radiative
equilibrium.

SOLAR RADIATION. Historical development. In
the several years following Explorer VII, sensors were
flown on other meteorological satellites that separated
thermal-infrared radiation and reflected solar radiation from the earth and atmosphere. These data were
used by scientists to estimate the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) thermal and solar radiation budgets.
Schmetz (1989) and Pinker et al. (1995) provide reviews of such methods. As early as 1964, Fritz et al.
(1964) found a correlation of -0.9 (the high reflectance of clouds causing low surface insolation) between observations made by the third Television Infrared Observation Satellite (TIROS III) in the visible
portion of the spectrum and ground pyroheliometer
data in the United States. Hanson (1971) and Ellis and
Vonder Haar (1978), who used very simple models
of the earth-atmosphere system for this purpose, did
early quantitative work estimating solar irradiance
from satellite measurements. Since geosynchronous
satellites (multiple daily viewing times) did not exist,
these studies had somewhat limited capability.
The most comprehensive study of that time
SATELLITE ESTIMATES OF TERRESTRIAL (Vonder Haar 1968) combined 40 months of data
R A D I A T I O N . Overview. There has been steady from meteorological satellites of the 1960s to produce
progress in estimating the components of the land the first comprehensive seasonal, annual, and
surface energy balance from orbit since the first me- interannual picture of the earth's radiation exchange
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with space. In this study the planetary (earth-atmosphere system) albedo was found to average 0.29 for
the period investigated. The average radiative (blackbody) temperature of the earth was determined to be
252°K.
Tarpley (1979) first recognized that the more satellite views per day of a location, the more "snapshots"
could be put together to estimate time-integrated insolation, and the geostationary satellite was well suited
to this task. He used a statistical method that related
satellite-measured brightness values and other predictors to daily solar energy totals measured by
pyranometers. A simple physical method using the
same calibrated data (visible imager data from the
Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites
[GOES]) was developed by Gautier et al. (1980), with
improvements by Diak and Gautier (1983).
Subsequent work by Frouin and Chertock (1992),
Pinker and Ewing (1985), Gautier et al. (1984), Pinker
and Laszlo (1992), Weymouth and Le Marshall
(1999), and Dedieu et al. (1987), to name a few of the
many studies, either increased the detail of the radiative transfer parameterizations employed, or extended
the application to the Geostationary Meteorological
Satellites (GMS) of the Japanese, or European
(Meteosat) communities. The estimates match those
of pyranometer measurements to about 10% or less
for daily solar radiation totals. In comparison to the
existing pyranometer networks, satellites offer the potential for unparalleled horizontal resolution and spatial continuity of measurements.
While the high-temporal-sampling frequency of
geostationary instruments is useful for estimating the
daytime variability in insolation and for constructing
daily integrals, the severe viewing angles for high-latitude regions makes the techniques problematic.
Researchers have thus used data from polar-orbiting
satellites, which at high latitudes may view the same
region several times a day, to make insolation estimates (Laine et al. 1999, and others).

(1993), McNider et al. (1994), Jacobs et al. (2002), and
others for calculation of solar insolation using GOES
data. The physical parameterization is very simple, but
has proven accurate under a variety of circumstances
and is computationally very efficient, an important
consideration because of the large data volumes
required.
The simple physical model is based on conservation of radiant energy in the earth-atmosphere column. To detect the presence of cloud, a surface albedo
field of the target area (within the GOES bandpass)
is retained as a reference. This surface albedo estimate
is made by using the GOES image closest to solar noon
at each surface location within the area to calculate a
surface albedo for each day (whether the location is
cloudy or clear). At the end of each day, the minimum
surface albedo from the prior 2 weeks is selected at
each geographic location under the presumption that
it represents cloud-free conditions. To detect the presence of clouds, this surface albedo is used along with
the atmospheric properties and sun geometry of a
given data point to estimate the digital brightness that
the satellite would record if the point were clear. If
the actual brightness of the data is at or below this
clear "threshold," an appropriate clear model of the
atmosphere is employed to calculate the surface insolation. When clouds are detected via the measured
brightness exceeding the estimated clear threshold, a
cloud parameterization is invoked, which is tuned for
the mid- and low-cloud types that most influence the
solar radiation at the surface. The parameterization
generates a quadratic equation (see Diak and Gautier
1983) in which the independent variable is the cloud
albedo within the GOES visible bandpass.
After solving for the cloud albedo within the GOES
bandpass, the cloudy solar radiation at the surface is
calculated, taking into account the cloud albedo and
a simple atmospheric radiative transfer model (Diak
and Gautier 1983). For accurate insolation estimates,
it is necessary to periodically update the GOES calibration as the visible imaging sensors degrade with
UW approach. The radiative transfer models and as- time in space (e.g., from the exposure of the electronsociated equation sets for the evaluation of solar en- ics to radiation, or fogging of optics by out-gassing
ergy from GOES visible imager data have been pre- from the spacecraft). We accomplish this through use
sented in detail in Gautier et al. (1980), with updates of a bright ground target [White Sands, New Mexico,
and improvements in Diak and Gautier (1983). The in a method similar to Frouin and Gautier (1987)],
method, developed for the first generation of GOES and also through comparison of satellite insolation essatellites (GOES-3 through GOES-7) has been success- timates with pyranometer measurements under confully adapted to the current instruments, starting with ditions of optically thick and horizontally homogeneous cloud cover.
GOES-8 (Diak et al. 1996).
Currently at the University of Wisconsin—
For brevity, only the first principles will be described in this work. The methodology has recently Madison, we are producing daily insolation totals for
been used by Bland and Clayton (1994), Lipton North and South America using data from the
AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY
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FIG. I. Comparison of hourly satellite estimates of insolation (circles) with half-hourly measurements at an
AMERIFLUX station (boxes) at Fort Peck, MT, on 7
Aug 2002.

thus estimate the altitude and temperature of the
cloud base to perform radiative transfer calculations.
The accuracy of the various methods varies, but the
error range is about 10-20 W m -2 for instantaneous
clear-air downwelling fluxes, degrading to 2040 W m~2 for cloudy conditions. On average, monthly
mean fluxes have an accuracy of about 10 W m~2.
As pointed out by Ellingson (1995), the net
longwave flux (requiring the surface temperature and
emissivity to calculate the upwelling flux in the
Stefan-Boltzmann relationship) is most accurately
estimated for the sea surface. The sea surface temperature can be well measured from satellites, emissivity
is near unity and the diurnal temperature cycle is usually small and not strongly influenced by the presence
of clouds. For land surfaces, none of these conditions
are true, making the estimation of net longwave flux
more prone to error.

UW approach. The longwave method we developed
is extremely simple, taking advantage of an existing
GOES-12 (east) and GOES-10 (west) geostationary real-time cloud product derived from multichannel
satellites at a resolution of 0.2°. Figure 1 shows an ex- GOES infrared sounder data, and employing only two
ample of hourly satellite insolation estimates, com- pieces of additional information: values of the shelpared to insolation measured at an AMERIFLUX site ter-level (2 m) air temperature and vapor pressure (or
for 7 August 2002. (Daily insolation maps for North dewpoint temperature used to calculate vapor presand South America can be viewed and the data down- sure), obtained from hourly synoptic observations or
loaded online at www.soils.wisc.edu/wimnext/.) The a local source (Diak et al. 2000). Despite the simplicerror of the daily estimates is less than 10% versus ity, the accuracy of the method is competitive with
pyranometer measurements over all cloud conditions. other published results (see Schmetz 1989; Ellingson
Using these daily insolation estimates, we produce 1995).
daily maps of potential evapotranspiration (ET ) for
The evaluation of clouds from GOES satellite data
the midwestern United States (see www.soils.wisc. is based on the so-called C 0 2 slicing technique
edu/wimnext/), and also use the hourly insolation (Menzel et al. 1983; Schreiner et al. 1993), the outestimates as forcing for the remote sensing-based puts of which are the cloud-top pressure and temperamethods used to estimate land surface fluxes to be ture, and the "effective" cloud fraction, F, which is the
discussed in the following sections.
dimensionless product of the cloud areal fraction
times the cloud infrared emissivity. This algorithm
L O N G W A V E ( T H E R M A L ) R A D I A T I O N . uses radiation measurements in three spectral chanHistorical development. Schmetz (1989) and more re- nels in the C 0 2 absorption band between 13 and
cently Ellingson (1995) have presented reviews of sat- 15 jum, and a channel in the infrared window at
ellite-based methods for estimating the longwave ra- 11.2 jum; these four channels have a 7-10-km resoludiation balance. As pointed out by Ellingson (1995), tion (depending on satellite viewing angle). During
the main difficulty in the estimation of the incident the daytime, the visible imaging channel is also used
longwave flux at the surface is quantifying the effects to identify cloud presence. While the radiative transof clouds. The satellite monitors the temperature of fer used to derive the cloud product from satellite
the cloud top, however, the cloud-base temperature is sounder information is fairly complex, this complexthe critical quantity controlling the downwelling ity is transparent to the user of the product.
longwave radiation at the surface under cloudy conThe method uses the GOES-derived cloud prodditions. Various studies (Morcrette and Deschamps uct within an empirical function for the downwelling
1986; Lee and Ellingson 1990; Lee 1990, and others) longwave radiation for clear conditions (W m~2), eshave tried to estimate the physical thickness of clouds timated from Prata (1996), a formulation that estifrom satellite data and other information sources, and mates atmospheric emissivity to calculate down-
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welling longwave radiation. The range of atmospheric
emissivity is only from about 0.60 to 0.95, depending
most importantly on lower-atmospheric moisture
content.
The Prata formulation has a respectable rms accuracy of between 20 and 14 W n r 2 in tests over various terrestrial regimes (Prata 1996) for half-hourly average fluxes. It was also the most accurate of several
similar parameterizations that we investigated using
pyrgeometer data taken at two Wisconsin agricultural
locations in 1998. The general success of the Prata and
other methods for estimating clear-air longwave radiation relies on the fact that most clear-air
downwelling atmospheric longwave radiation to the
earth's surface emanates from the lowest several hundred meters of the atmosphere (Prata 1996; Schmetz
1989, and others). This atmospheric region can be
adequately characterized for longwave radiation estimates using low-level measurements of air temperature and humidity.
We use a general relationship for cloudy
downwelling longwave radiation of the following
form:

(1996), and the factor F (dimensionless) is a "filling"
factor. In Eq. (1), the clear-air emissivity deficit (the
difference between the clear-air emissivity [£a{p)] and
unity) is filled when there are clouds (e.g., F > 0). The
factor applied is calculated using information in the
GOES cloud evaluation, and is the product of the
cloud temperature and cloud emissivity (see Diak
et al. 2000).
This parameterization was tested in simulations
using forecast model-generated atmospheric profiles
and a radiative transfer model (Diak et al. 2000).
Comparisons with in situ pyrgeometer data gathered
in Wisconsin in 1998 produced an rms accuracy of
20 W m~2 for half-hourly average downwelling
longwave radiation and less than 5 W m~2 for 24-h
averages. Figures 2a and 2b show, respectively, a
GOES visible image for the Wisconsin region and a
corresponding map of downwelling longwave radiation calculated using the procedures detailed above.
An initial application for these data was in a frost prediction system for Wisconsin (Diak et al. 1998).
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION A N D TURBUL E N T F L U X E S . Historical development

"SINGLE

(1) LAYER" METHODS. For over two decades, approaches to
remotely sense evapotranspiration (ET) have made
use
of radiometric surface temperatures [TR(Q), where
In Eq. (1), LWd is the total downwelling flux includ2
ing clouds (W m~ ), LWdc the clear-air flux from Prata 6 is the radiometer viewing angle] as a key surface
LW d = LW dc + F [1 — £ a ( p ) ].

(a) G O E S visible image for 1 4 0 0 U T C on 12 May 2 0 0 0 . (b) Downwelling longwave radiation ( W nrr2)
for the same region estimated through the methods outlined in this paper.
FIG. 2.
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boundary condition in the land surface energy balance
(e.g., Garratt and Hicks 1973). Such methods include
simple flux-profile (single level) models of surface exchange, statistical/analytical schemes, and other techniques that are based on slightly more complex physical models of the land surface. The radiometric
temperature [T (0)] is a satellite-measured brightness
temperature (T ), measured at the top of the atmosphere, that has been corrected for atmospheric effects
and represents the temperature a radiometer would
record just above the surface.
The most common way to estimate ET is to solve
for the latent heat flux, L£, as a residual in the energy
balance equation for the land surface,

LE =

RN-G-H)

(2)

where RN is the net radiation, G is the soil heat flux,
and H is the sensible heat flux (all usually given in
W m~2). The quantity RN - G is commonly called the
"available energy"; remote sensing methods for estimating these components are described in Kustas and
Norman (1999, 2000). With remotely sensed estimates of solar radiation, differences between these estimates and ground-observed RN - G are typically
within 10% of one another (Kustas et al. 2003b).
Many energy balance remote sensing methods estimate the sensible heat flux in Eq. (2) through the
evaluation of a surface-air temperature gradient at a
single time, similar to the Bowen ratio method used
in situ, only using the land surface radiometric temperature, or a derivative quantity, as the lower (surface) boundary condition. The aerodynamic resistance to heat transfer is largely defined by the
aerodynamic roughness length and wind speed, and
the land surface is treated as a single effective surface
in contact with the atmosphere. A simple form expressing the relationship between H and the surfaceair temperature difference via a resistance relationship

Ta
p

(3)

R.+REX

In this equation, TAero is the so-called aerodynamic
temperature, TA is the near-surface air temperature,
p is air density, Cp is the specific heat of air, RA is the
aerodynamic resistance, and REX is the so-called excess resistance, addressing the fact that momentum
and heat transport from the roughness elements differ. The aerodynamic temperature, TAero, is a construct
that by definition yields the correct flux result when

70 I BAI15*

applied in Eq. (3). As such, this temperature cannot
be measured, however, the method outlined by Eq. (3)
offers at least the possibility of estimating surface heat
fluxes on a regional scale using T (0) estimates (converted from satellite brightness temperature measurements) if RA and REX can be estimated appropriately
and a relationship between T (6) and TA is properly
defined. Many early methods made the simple assumption that they are equivalent [simply substituting TR(6) for TAero in Eq. (3), making the numerator
= T (6) - TAero]> and tried to compensate for the errors in this assumption by modifying the resistance
terms of Eq. (3) for various surface conditions.
The Rex has been theoretically related to the ratio
of roughness lengths for momentum, zQM, and heat,
ZQH, and the friction velocity u* using the form

R

EX

OAf

: k~ ] In
V

Z

0H

(4)
J

where k = 0.4 is von Karman's constant. However, any
factor that introduces errors into the evaluation of the
TR(0) - TA gradient, as well as the simplifications/assumptions of the model, may introduce significant
errors in the resulting flux estimates (Kustas et al.
2001).
For example, even after performing the corrections for atmospheric attenuation and surface emissivity required to obtain a radiometric surface temp e r a t u r e f r o m a satellite-measured brightness
temperature, there remains 1° to 3°C uncertainty in
TR(6). Compounding this is the fact that vegetation
density and architecture, and angle of view of the
radiometer, also have significant effects on brightness
temperature observations, making the estimation of
the aerodynamic temperature from radiometric temperature measurements problematic.
Radiometric temperature measurements can differ by 5°C or more between a nadir viewing angle and
an angle that is more oblique, but of course this does
not mean that the surface fluxes are changing because
the view of the scene has changed; the effects on flux
estimates can be significant. While addressing the
well-known differences in transfer efficiency between
momentum and heat transport from natural surfaces,
the model presented by Eq. (3) is just one of several
that have been developed. There have been numerous efforts in recent years to determine the behavior
of Rex or zm for different surfaces and use models of
this type (e.g., Garratt and Hicks 1973). However, no
universal relation has been found for land using measured surface fluxes and radiometric temperatures to
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evaluate z0H, partially because the formulation lumps
view-angle dependency of TR(9) into the excess resistance. This makes any relationship developed for
conditions other than those similar to the training
data useless.
For applications over regional scales, deriving the
meteorological upper boundary conditions typically
required [i.e., shelter- or anemometer-level (2 and 10
m) air temperature and wind speed] for each satellite
pixel may also lead to significant errors in flux evaluations. These meteorological quantities may come
from an analysis of hourly weather observations (observations spaced on the order of 100 km apart), and
may not be representative of actual atmospheric conditions at a location.
Satellite observations are essentially "instantaneous" or merely snapshots of the surface conditions.
For many practical applications, LE estimates over
longer time scales (daily values or longer) are needed.
This was the impetus for an empirical scheme for estimating daily LE (LED), suggested by Jackson et al.
(1977) using observations of TR(Q) and TA near midday or the time of maximum heating, that is,

L,D=RNtD-B[TRJ(d)-TAJT,

(5)

where the subscripts i and D represent instantaneous
and daily values, respectively. The coefficients B and
n have been related to the physical properties of the
land surface and atmosphere, namely, zQM and stability, respectively (Sequin and Itier 1983). Both theoretical and experimental studies have evaluated
Eq. (5), lending further support for its utility as a
simple technique for estimating LED (Carlson and
Buffum 1989; LaGouarde 1991; Carlson et al. 1995).
In fact, studies have applied Eq. (5) to meteorological satellites for longer-term regional ET monitoring
(Sequin et al. 1991).
INTRODUCTION

OF VEGETATION

PARAMETERIZATIONS

AND

A major drawback with all the approaches summarized to this point is that there is no
distinction made between soil and vegetation canopy
contributions to land surface fluxes or to satellitemeasured brightness temperatures used to diagnose
the fluxes. Hence, vegetation water use or stress cannot be separated. As evidenced in many previous studies, both the resistances in Eq. (3) and consequently
the B parameter in Eq. (5) are not uniquely defined
by surface roughness parameters. In addition to experimental evidence (e.g., Vining and Blad 1992;
Verhoef et al. 1997; Kustas et al. 2003b), SVAT simuTWO-LEVEL MODELS.

AMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

lations have shown the lack of a unique relationship
between TR(0) and the aerodynamic surface temperature, TAero.
Several studies have assessed the impact of vegetation cover on the remote sensing of ET since 1990 (see
the appendix). These studies range from the use of
empirical relationships between vegetation index
[e.g., the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
(NDVI)] and radiometric temperature (Price 1990),
to the ABL-SVAT-based procedures of Carlson et al.
(1994), Moran et al. (1994), and Gillies et al. (1997),
to boundary-value-type models of Norman et al.
(1995) that couple the soil and vegetation components
of a scene to the ABL (atmospheric boundary layer).
The "two-source" (soil and vegetation) methodology
of Norman et al. couples soil and vegetation via a radiometric-convective resistance formulation toward
solving Eq. (3) for H [see Eq. (A6) and (A7) of
Norman et al. (1995)]. Subsequent work has applied
the two-source modeling to a range of applications
(e.g., Kustas et al. 2003b).
The schemes described in this section, however,
are still vulnerable to errors in the radiometric temperature observations and most require shelter-level
meteorological inputs (primarily wind speed, u, and
air temperature, T , observations), which at regional
scales suffer from errors of representativeness (observation not taken at the same location where flux estimates are performed). Approaches using remotely
sensed data for estimating the variation of these quantities are being developed and tested (Bastiaanssen
et al. 1998; Gao et al. 1998).
A robust modeling framework
to address some of these limitations was proposed
early on in the application of satellite observations by
Wetzel et al. (1984). Strictly speaking, the Wetzel et al.
study was aimed at the estimation of soil moisture
from remotely sensed data, but an evaluation of surface fluxes is implicit in the scheme. The study recognized that using a time rate of change in TR(6) from
a geostationary satellite, such as from the GOES satellites (usually from the infrared imager), coupled to
an ABL model could mitigate some of the inherent
problems arising from the use of single-time-level
data, such as atmospheric corrections, emissivity, and
instrument calibration. By using the time rate of
change of TR(6), one reduces the need for absolute
accuracy in satellite calibration, and atmospheric and
emissivity corrections.
Diak (1990) and Diak and Whipple (1993) implemented this approach, with a method for partitioning the available energy into LE and H by using the
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rate of rise of TR(0) from GOES and the growth of the
ABL. The use of such an ABL energy closure method
was first suggested by Diak and Stewart (1989) as a
possible method to mitigate some of the problems
created with the use of shelter-level variables as upper boundary conditions.
UW-USDA-ARS

approaches.

THE

ATMOSPHERE-LAND

Further refinements
to these time-rate-of-change methods have been recently developed (Anderson et al. 1997; Mecikalski
E X C H A N G E INVERSE ( A L E X I ) M O D E L .

et al. 1999) that also use an energy closure scheme
based on energy conservation within the ABL. The
Atmosphere-Land Exchange Inverse (ALEXI)
model uses a simple slab model of the time development of the ABL in response to heat input to the lower
atmosphere. A profile of atmospheric temperature at
the initial time serves as the upper boundary condition in atmospheric temperature. Through surfaceABL energy balance considerations and implementation of the two-source scheme for the land surface
component of the model (Norman et al. 1995), ALEXI
couples ABL development (sensible energy input) to the temporal changes in surface radiometric temperature from GOES and
fraction vegetation cover from the
Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometer (AVHRR) NDVI.
Using this ABL profile closure
scheme, the methodology evaluates an air temperature near the
top of the atmospheric surface
layer (50 m).
The method is now being used
daily to estimate fluxes over the
continental United States at a
resolution of 10 km for regions
that are clear, with the required
meteorological inputs currently
being provided by the analysis
component of the Cooperative
Institute for Meteorological Satellite Studies (CIMSS) mesoscale
model (Diak et al. 1998). The flux
results are translated into moisture indices for the soil (evaporation) and vegetation (transpiration) components of the surface
energy balance.
Under cloudy conditions, it is
not possible to estimate surface
fluxes using the ALEXI method,
because a clear view of the surface
is required to measure the surface
radiometric temperatures. A

FIG. 3. Maps of instantaneous (a) sensible heat and (b) latent heat flux
over the continental United States
at 1.5 h prior to local noon (at all
locations) on 23 Sep 2002, as predicted by the ALEXI model at 10-km
resolution.
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time-continuous energy-water balance is still maintained under cloudy conditions, however, by using the
satellite solar and longwave radiation estimates detailed previously, along with the latest moisture index results from ALEXI, which are used to modify
potential ET predictions.
Figures 3a and 3b show instantaneous sensible and
latent heat fluxes, respectively (in W m 2), at 1.5 h
prior to local noon at all clear locations over the continental United States on 23 September 2002. The
white regions in Fig. 3 indicate areas where thermal
brightness temperatures were contaminated by cloud
cover. The sensible and latent heating fields tend to
mirror each other, with regions of low sensible heating possessing relatively high latent fluxes. Low values of latent heating are in response to dry soil conditions, vegetation senescence, or a combination of
the two. In contrast, higher latent heating would correlate to active vegetation and relatively moist soil
conditions, as is evident along the Mississippi River
basin. The GOES-12 and GOES-10 terminator (with
GOES-10 data southwest of the line) is seen in Fig. 3
to stretch from far western Texas to northeastern
Washington.
An alternative approach has been developed that is computationally
very fast and can be applied without the need for an
ABL growth algorithm (Norman et al. 2000b). The
equations of Anderson et al. (1997) are used to form
a dual-difference ratio of radiometric and air temperatures, so that an estimate of sensible heat flux can be
obtained from temporal measurements of surface radiometric temperature, air temperature, and wind
speed. The utility of the new method [called the DualTemperature-Difference (DTD) approach] has been
tested with data from several different field sites covering a wide range of environmental conditions.
Results with the DTD method are very encouraging
in the ability to duplicate the results from ALEXI
(however, much smoothed), which is a more data-intensive parameterization.
A SIMPLIFIED TIME-DIFFERENCE A P P R O A C H .

"DISAGGREGATING"

ALEXI

FLUXES T O

HIGH

estimates to the 30-m scale using high-resolution
NDVI and TR(Q) data, and the local 50-m air temperature estimate provided by ALEXI as the important
atmospheric boundary condition in temperature.
Preliminary results are encouraging, suggesting
that disaggregation of coarse spatial resolution ET
output may be feasible using high spatial resolution
data from aircraft, Landsat, the Advanced Spaceborne
Thermal Emission Reflectance Radiometer (ASTER),
or the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS; Norman et al. 2003). Figure 4
shows a comparison of fluxes measured in situ for 3
days in July [during the joint National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration-National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NOAA-NASA) Southern
Great Plains (SGP97) experiment] with fluxes estimated using the DisALEXI technique, and incorporating high-resolution thermal and vegetation (24 m)
data taken by aircraft. For all flux components, the
root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) between model
estimates and measurements is 38 W m~2.
C O N C L U D I N G REMARKS A N D FUTURE
WORK. Estimating solar energy at the earth's surface from space data is one of the success stories of
satellite meteorology. Satellite data can already provide data quality similar to ground-based measurements and at very high spatial resolution. Some im-

HORIZONTAL

Kustas and Norman (2000) found that
subpixel variability in surface properties can result in
large errors in pixel-average heat flux estimation using pixel-average inputs when there are significant
discontinuities in surface conditions, and particularly
with low wind speeds. A solution to the problem of
spatial resolution has been introduced by Norman
et al. (2003, 2000a), who developed a scheme (called
DisALEXI) for disaggregating ALEXI 5-10-km flux
RESOLUTION.
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FIG. 4. Comparison of in situ measurements of net radiation (diamonds), latent heat (squares), sensible heat
(circles), and soil heat (triangles) with DisALEXI results
for three days during the SGP97 experiment (Norman
et al. 2003). Gray shades represent different ground
measuring stations with varying leaf area index (LAI),
as shown in the figure legend.
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provements may still be possible, however, through a
better use of other satellite data sources that can
refine knowledge on the physical and optical properties of clouds for such insolation schemes. For example, any satellite or in situ data that could be used to
estimate the cloud-base altitude/temperature for
the calculation of downwelling longwave radiation
would be of high value to schemes based on satellite
measurements.
Current efforts incorporating remote sensing data
into SVAT modeling schemes that accommodate the
fundamental differences between aerodynamic and
radiometric temperatures and, which are not sensitive to measurement errors, should greatly enhance
the prospect of quantifying ET at regional scales with
remote sensing. The measurement errors with the
largest impact on ET estimation are atmospheric and
emissivity effects in converting satellite brightness
temperatures to radiometric surface temperatures and
assigning meteorological variables, primarily air temperature, for each satellite pixel from regional weather
station observations. Due to limited spatial observations of atmospheric properties, the uncertainty in the
surface-air temperature difference is likely to be several degrees Celsius resulting in unreliable ET estimation, which has significantly hampered many past
modeling approaches.
Although the current approaches described here,
ALEXI and DTD, address most of these limitations,
there is a drawback to these schemes in that the source
of radiometric temperatures (GOES), and the atmospheric boundary layer closure schemes mandate an
output resolution of about 5-10 km. For many applications, particularly evaluating ET for individual
fields, these 5-10-km estimates are of limited use.
Unfortunately, useable temporal changes of satellite
brightness temperatures are only available from
GOES at a minimum resolution of several kilometers.
Other satellites/instruments, such as Landsat and
ASTER, have much finer spatial resolution, but have
much coarser temporal coverage (at best 16 days).
With the daily coverage from the MODIS instrument
on Terra and Aqua, this offers additional possibilities
for disaggregation (Kustas et al. 2003a), and will certainly offer better quality estimates of vegetation
amounts than have been previously possible.
Currently, the coupling of the CIMSS forecast system and ALEXI is in one direction, meaning that the
forecast model provides initial atmospheric profile
conditions and other meteorological inputs to ALEXI,
but there is no feedback of ALEXI to the forecast
model. In the immediate future, the fields of available
soil water produced by ALEXI, as well as satellite-es-
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timated hourly insolation, will be used as forcing to
this and other forecast models, completing the loop,
and hopefully providing better inputs to ALEXI, as well
as improved forecasts of the ABL structure.
Lastly, a prototype satellite interferometric sounding instrument is scheduled for launch before 2010.
This instrument, the Geosynchronous Imaging Fourier Transform Spectrometer (GIFTS), with ~ 1600
channels in the thermal-infrared spectral region, will
provide new capabilities for estimating turbulent
fluxes at the land surface. In simulation studies Diak
et al. (1994) demonstrated that these data can provide
a more direct estimate of the daily change in the heat
content (fluxes) of the ABL than current methods
(discussed), that rely on sophisticated land surface
models to interpret surface radiometric temperatures
and estimate fluxes. In this study, superior flux estimates were obtained using a relatively simple statistical (eigenvalue) analysis of the spectroscopic data
versus land surface fluxes.
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APPENDIX: V E G E T A T I O N PARAMETERI Z A T I O N IN TWO-LAYER MODELS. Several
relatively early studies recognized the need to assess
the impact of vegetation cover on remote methods for
deriving ET. For example, Price (1990) used information provided in the vegetation index-radiometric
temperature, "VI - TR(6)" space. This work involved
the use of an energy balance model for computing
spatially distributed fluxes from the variability within
the Normalized Difference Vegetation index NDVI
- TR(6) space within a single satellite scene. This study
showed how one could derive bare soil and vegetation temperatures and, given adequate spatial variation in surface moisture, estimate daily ET for the limits of full cover vegetation, and dry and wet bare soils.
Following Price (1990), Carlson et al. (1994) combined an ABL model with a SVAT for mapping surface soil moisture, vegetation cover, and surface
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fluxes. Model simulations are run for two conditions:
100% vegetative cover with the maximum NDVI being known a priori, and with bare soil conditions
knowing the minimum NDVI. Using ancillary data,
including a morning atmospheric sounding, vegetation- and soil-type information, and root-zone and
surface soil moisture are varied, respectively, until the
modeled and measured T (0) are closely matched for
both cases, allowing fractional vegetated cover and
surface soil moisture values for the scene to be derived. Gillies et al. (1997) indicated that approximately
90% of the variance in the fluxes was captured by the
model versus in situ flux observations.
In a related approach, Moran et al. (1994) defined
theoretical boundaries in VI - [T (0) - T J space using the Penman-Monteith equation (Monteith 1965).
The boundaries define a trapezoid, which has at the
upper two corners unstressed and stressed 100% vegetated cover and at the lower two corners, wet and dry
bare soil conditions. In order to calculate the vertices
of the trapezoid, measurements of RN, vapor pressure,
Ta, and wind speed, are required as well as some vegetation-specific parameters. Information about ET
rates are derived from the location of the VI - [TR(0)
- T J measurements within the date- and timespecific trapezoid. This technique can be used for both
heterogeneous and uniform areas, and thus does not
require having a range of NDVI and surface temperature in the scene of interest as required by Carlson
et al. (1994) and Price (1990).
An alternative approach proposed recently considers the soil and vegetation contributions to the total
or composite heat fluxes and soil and vegetation temperatures to the radiometric temperature measurements in a so-called two-source modeling (TSM)
scheme (Norman et al. 1995). This allows Eq. (3) to
be recast into the following expression:

H = pC,

TR(8)-T
R.

(Al)
'

where RR is the radiometric-convective resistance
given by Norman et al. (1995):

TR(0)-TA
R„

Tc~
RA

Ta

(A2)

+ IszJA
k

In Eq. (A2), TC is the canopy temperature, TS is the
soil temperature, and RS is the resistance to heat transAMERICAN METEOROLOGICAL SOCIETY

fer across the boundary layer near the soil surface,
computed from a relatively simple formulation estimating wind speed near the soil surface (Norman et
al. 1995). An estimate of fractional vegetation cover
fc (estimated from NDVI), is used to formulate T c and
TS from TR(9) as the following combination:

TR(0) =

{fc(0)Tc4+[l-fc(0)lTs4}

1/4

(A3)

where/ c (0) is the fractional vegetative cover at radiometer viewing angle 0. With some additional formulations for estimating canopy transpiration, and
the dual requirement of energy and radiative balance
within the soil and vegetation components of the
scene, closure in the set of equations is achieved.
Through model validation studies, revisions to the
original two-source formulations have been made
improving its utility under a wider range of environmental conditions (Kustas et al. 2003b; Kustas and
Norman 1999).
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A comprehensive monograph of the meteorology of the Southern
Hemisphere was originally published by the American Meteorological
Society in 1972. That monograph was, of necessity, preliminary in nature
because the available time series of observational data was short. In the
quarter century that has passed since the first monograph, much has
happened to warrant an updated edition: new observational techniques
based on satellites, anchored and drifting buoys, and more ground-based
stations have expanded the observational network to cover the whole
hemisphere. The time is right, therefore, for a fresh look at the circulation
features of the Southern Hemisphere, both for the atmosphere and oceans.
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